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The project activities result 

in specialist networks, 

innovations, learning 

experiences and the joy 

of doing things together.

Dozens of events are annually 

organised around Europe on 

European Cooperation Day, 

21 September. The goal of 

the campaign is to showcase 

cooperation and project 

activities between the 

European Union and its 

partner countries.

The programme has been 

involved in several events dealing 

with cross-border cooperation, 

economic development in the 

border area and increasing 

cooperation in various fi elds.
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Dear readers,

The implementation of the South-East Finland – Russia ENPI 
CBC program 2007-2013 is coming to an end. We can state that 
the implementation of the programme has been a success. The 
importance and benefits of the programme cannot be contested. 
For the first time, the regions on both sides of the EU external 
border were able to participate fully in the programming process. 
The bottom-up approach of the programme has ensured the full 
commitment of the regional level. 

Besides producing small-scale but concrete results it has 
strengthened the stability, economic development and cohesion 
on and around the Finnish and Russian border regions. Joint 
projects of cities, universities, businesses and non-governmental 
organisations have brought communities closer to each other and 
fostered economic and social development on both sides of the 
border. The border regions have created extensive cooperation 
networks that can be utilized for regional development. Worth 
mentioning are also the large infrastructure investments for 
border-crossing points, bridges and roads. Such investments can 
in the long run have a significant impact for the border area and 
create sustainable results.

Also in the future Finland considers cross-border cooperation 
between Finnish and Russian border regions as indispensable to 
facilitate economic development, good governance, and security 
and people-to-people contacts in these areas. The responsibility 
and benefits should always remain at the regional level and the 
cooperation should be based on equal partnership. We can 
state that cross-border cooperation is cooperation between the 
regions on both sides of the border with support from the central 
government of the participating countries and the European 
Commission.

I´m convinced that also the CBC programs 2014-2020 
will be successful. Finland is prepared to invest a lot of effort to 
promote cross-border cooperation. It has been and will continue 
to be a key priority for Finland.

Petri Haapalainen

Ministerial Adviser 

Ministry of Economic Affairs and  

Employment of Finland, Enterprises and  

Regional Development Department

Editorials
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Dear friends!

Russian cross border cooperation in the direction of Europe is one 
of the most structured and comprehensive examples of its kind. 
Russian-Finnish cooperation is mutually beneficial.  It strengthens 
the good neighborhood that is due to the extensive Russian-
Finnish border as well as the historically close links between our 
peoples.

Cross Border Cooperation Programme «South East Finland - 
Russia» 2007 - 2013 represents one of the three Russian-Finnish 
cooperation programmes along with the CBC Programmes 
«Karelia» and «Kolarctic», which have been successfully 
implemented since 2007.

Thanks to the Programme, the border crossing process has 
become considerably more comfortable and border regions have 
turned into touristic zones. Local initiatives and regional institute’s 
researches have also won financial support.

The well-functioning work of the solid team as well as timely 
fulfilment of the Programme’s tasks have formed the recipe for 
the Programme success and given impetus to the continuation 
and enlargement of such form of the interregional development. 
No other cooperation instrument involves such a wide range 
of measures in the fields of health protection, culture, history, 
tourism, the development of cross-border functioning and 
environmental protection.

The primary goal of the Programme’s implementation was the 
selection of projects, which would have given not only outcomes, 
but also tangible favorable long-term results. Such results should 
become the foundation for further development.

We  are  really  proud  of  the  results that have been attained  
and  committed  to  retaining  the positive  impulse of  Russian-
Finnish  cooperation. With sincere belief in our mutually 
beneficial and fruitful cooperation!

EDITORIALS

Rafael Abramyan

Head of Department for regional and 

cross border cooperation development 

Ministry of Economic Development 

of the Russian Federation



FINLAND

UUSIMAA

PÄIJÄT-
HÄME

The total 

funding for project 

activities from the 

programme 

 € 67.1
million.

4 400 km2 
of water  

was examined or cleaned 
in order to promote the 
diversity of the common 

natural environment 
and sustainable 
development.

Strategic objective 
of the 2007–2013 
programme period  

To develop the programme area as a uniform 

economic area and transport and logistics centre in 

order to strengthen the area’s competitiveness and 

attractiveness for the investors as well as to improve 

the status of the environment and the standard of 

living and well-being of local residents.

PROGRAMME IN FIGURES
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The programme 

supported 

47 standard 
development 

projects
and eight large scale 

projects involving a total of

301 actors.

Sources: funded projects, authority statistics 2013



RUSSIAFINLAND

MOSCOW

KYMENLAAKSO

-

either directly participated in 
the projects or were able to 

utilize the results of the projects 
in developing their 

own business.

507 
entrepreneurs 
or companies  

During 2007–2013, 
there were 

10.4 million crossings  

of the border between the European 

Union and Russia at the border-crossing 

points in the programme area. 

Both passenger and goods traffi  c 

became smoother and safer thanks 

to the development of the 

border-crossing points and the 

improvement of the roads 

to the border.

3 740 
children  

had the opportunity to 

personally experience 

co-operation with children 

and young people in the 

neighbouring country.

The 
9.1 million 

tourists  
who visited the area during 

the programme period benefi ted 
from the development of various 

marketing, cultural and 
tourist services in the 
programme regions. 
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THE REPUBLIC OF KARELIA

NORTH-
SAVO

SOUTH-SAVO

SOUTH 
KARELIA

LENINGRAD REGION

SAINT 
PETERSBURG
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Business 
and economy
 

The preconditions for business and economic

growth have been supported by fi nancing 

cross-border cooperation projects mainly under 

priority 1, Economic development. Supporting 

economic development has been the primary 

objective of the projects, selected on the basis 

of the economic potential and Finnish–Russian 

cooperation potential in the programme area. 

The economic structure and key industries are 

mostly the same on both sides of the border, and 

the Russian scientifi c potential, in particular, has 

grown suffi  ciently to create opportunities for 

joint development eff orts.

Th e development of an operating environment for companies 
lays a foundation for increasing cooperation, also enabling the 
founding of new companies. Th is development brings new jobs 
and thereby increases the well-being of the population living 
and working in the programme area. Th e projects fi nanced from 
the programme have been in fi elds like renewable energy (wind 
power), special plants, timber harvesting and procurement 
as well as the forest and metal industries, which already have 
existing cross-border cooperation and plenty of potential for 
new cooperation networks, also reaching outside urban areas. 
Th e project activities involved a total of 507 companies or 
entrepreneurs in various roles – as a project partner, partner in 
cooperation or participant in events, training and networking 
meetings organised by the projects. Several studies and guides 
have been published to support the business activities. Th e 
programme has also supported the sett ing up of public, free-of-
charge online databases and services for which applications are 
available. Business and economic growth have been supported 
from the perspective of improving mobility by surveying the 
preconditions for developing both road and railway traffi  c. 
Th ese activities have also taken account of the safety aspects, not 
forgett ing smooth cooperation between authorities, the great 
signifi cance of which has been recognised in the cooperation 
between the countries.
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Project ID: 2010-020-SE178

Lead Partner:  Cursor Ltd, Kotka-Hamina 

 Regional Development

Partners: St. Petersburg Foundation for SME 

 Development (RUS), OJSC Technopark of 

 St. Petersburg (RUS), St. Petersburg State 

 Polytechnical University (RUS), Russian 

 Association of Wind Power Industry (RUS),

 Kymenlaakso University of Applied 

 Sciences (FIN)

Duration: 23.3.2011-23.3.2014

Budget:  1 711 028,00 €

ENPI funding: 1 197 498,00 €

 www.cursor.fi 

BLESK

The overall objective of the InnoBus project  

was to develop innovation and business 

cooperation in the border area.

Th e project was carried out in cooperation with 14 partners, 
which already had existing cooperation networks linked 
with the CBC programme. Th e results of the project 
included a comparative study of potential partners for the 
Finnish–Russian Innovation University (FRIU) network, 
carried out as a joint eff ort between universities, as well as 
several new services developed for partner universities. As a 
result of a work package concentrating on the modernisation 
and internationalisation of companies, a study on the 
modernisation of SMEs in North-West Russia was prepared 
in 2012, along with three sets of instructions for Finnish 
and Russian companies operating in border areas. During 
the project, eight specialists were trained for modernisation 
work and 19 companies were involved in the development 
activities. In addition, electronic administration services 
were piloted using iOS and Android mobile applications. 
Th e promotion of the EU–Russia Innovation Corridor 
(ERICO) yielded concrete results of three diff erent kinds: 
two EU–Russia innovation forums, two cross-border 
innovation exhibitions and two EU–Russia Innovation 
Corridor matching events.

Innovation and Business 
Cooperation – InnoBus

The overall objective of the BLESK project  

was to develop and implement sustainable 

cooperation models in the border area 

between South-East Finland and Russia as 

well as to strengthen the competitiveness 

of small and medium-sized enterprises 

operating in the renewable energy sectors.

During the project, more than a hundred companies 
received training and networked at seminars and workshops, 
and more than 10 pilot projects aimed at new business 
and new markets were carried out. Th e project partners 
also took part in organising the international Web Ready 
innovation competition for IT start-ups in Russia. Th e Web 
Ready competition was accompanied by the new Game 
Ready competition for marketing the game industry’s Playa 
network. Th e project also saw the expansion of business 
support services off ered to local and European clients in 
the border area by means of the networking, evaluation 
and training of service advisors. Th e Rubicon centre for 
Russian business was established in Kotka, off ering service 
concepts for Russian, Finnish and European companies 
operating in the border area. Cooperation was also carried 
out with the Russian Association of Wind Power Industry, 
in addition to which the project analysed the Russian 
market situation for the renewable energy sector. Th e 
project studied opportunities to utilise sources of wind 
energy and bioenergy in the border area, preparing practical 
instructions for companies producing renewable energy.

EXAMPLES OF THE FUNDED PROJECTS

Project ID: 2010-010-SE312

Lead Partner:  Wirma Lappeenranta Ltd

Partners: Committee of Economic Development, Industrial Policy

 and Trade (RUS), Committee on IT and Communication 

 of St. Petersburg (RUS), NP European-Russian Inno

 Partnership (RUS), St. Petersburg Information and 

 Analytical Centre (RUS), St. Petersburg State University 

 of Economics and Finance (RUS), St. Petersburg State

 Polytechnic University (RUS), St. Petersburg State 

 University of Aerospace Instrumentation (RUS), 

 Bonch-Bruevich St. Petersburg State University of 

 Telecommunications (RUS), Saint Petersburg State 

 University of Information Technologies, Mechanics and 

 Optics (RUS), Lappeenranta University of Technology 

 (FIN), Kouvola Innovation Ltd. (FIN), Miktech Ltd. (FIN), 

 Aalto University School of Economics Small Business 

 Centre (FIN) 

Duration: 9.7.2011–8.7.2014

Budget:  1 721 524,40 €

ENPI funding: 1 199 864,00 €

 www.wirma.fi 
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Research 
and education
 

The programme area has extensive research, 

scientific, specialist and competence potential 

and it is home to more than one thousand 

research and educational institutions.  

A significant proportion of the research activities 

in Russia is concentrated in St Petersburg, which 

has more than one hundred universities and 

other institutions of higher education. Many cities 

in the Leningrad Oblast also have significant 

educational and research institutions.  

The universities, institutions of higher education and research 
centres located in South-East Finland are highly experienced in 
international cooperation and carry out research projects in fields 
like energy and environmental technology, navigation, logistics, 
traffic, tourism, trade and business economics. Strengthening 
existing networks and creating new, innovative research teams 
has been one of the programme’s key goals, also intended to 
strengthen a positive attitude towards entrepreneurship. 

The activities of the projects funded from the programme 
involved a total of about 200 research and educational institutions, 
including visitors from countries other than those actually taking 
part in the programme. The high-quality research, whose content 
has been intertwined with the project activities, has resulted in 
several scientific articles, theses and top seminars, which can 
be made use of even after the end of the project activities. The 
involvement of business operations in the research and education 
projects has been an essential part of the development trajectory 
aimed at developing new innovations. From the commercial 
perspective, too, projects relating to fields like the forest industry, 
Arctic cooperation and the construction industry create added 
value for economic growth in the programme area. The research 
and education sector is also important from the viewpoint 
of human interaction, and the international cooperation has 
provided those involved in the project activities with mental 
capital whose added value will be realised for the benefit of the 
programme area at many different levels.
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Cross-border Networks 
and Resources for 
Common Challenges in 
Education – EdNet

The overall objective of the EdNet project  

was to create the preconditions for an effi  cient, 

informal educational framework in South-East 

Finland and North-West Russia. 

Th e project saw the creation of the e-Skills Centre, an online 
centre of expertise whose infrastructure covers local and 
centralised technical architecture, a multilingual e-learning 
system for remote vocational education (Vel-Com) as well 
as cross-border partnership. During the project, the partners 
signed a multilateral partnership agreement for the e-Skills 
Centre, deciding to sign a partnership agreement without 
establishing a separate legal unit. Th e project also included 
the creation of the EdNet portal on remote vocational 
learning and e-learning in general (www.ednet.ksob.ru),
which is also aimed at the general public in addition 
to Finnish and Russian users. In addition, a glossary of 
Finnish–Russian online teaching and vocational education 
terminology was published during the project and also 
made available in the electronic format.

The overall objective of the Arctic Materials 

project  was to determine criteria for designing 

safe and ecological structures and equipment 

for energy production in the Arctic region.

Th e core of the project activities was formed by strong 
investment in scientifi c work to increase knowledge about 
new kinds of welded steel structures used in the Arctic 
region. Th e data collected and the analyses made can be 
utilised in applications such as shipbuilding, oil platforms, 
gas and oil pipe systems and wind power plants. Th e work 
completed during the project included one doctoral thesis, 
nine master’s theses and twelve bachelor’s theses, all dealing 
with Arctic conditions. 22 scientifi c publications were also 
produced. Th e project cooperated closely with a number 
of welding and shipbuilding companies, which are also 
interested in further cooperation with the Finnish–Russian 
research community.

EXAMPLES OF THE FUNDED PROJECTS

Arctic Materials 
Technologies 
Development

Project ID: 2011-057-SE562

Lead Partner:  Lappeenranta University of Technology

Partners: Central Research Institute of Structural 

 Materials PROMETEY (RUS)

Duration: 1.1.2012-31.12.2014

Budget:  1 028 572,00 €

ENPI funding: 720 000,00 €

 www.lut.fi 

Project ID: 2011-031-SE478

Lead Partner:  Corporate Training Systems

Partners: University of Helsinki, Palmenia Centre for 

 Continuing Education (FIN), St.Petersburg 

 Academy of In-Service Pedagogical Education 

 (RUS), Business Computer Center (RUS),  

 Kouvola Innovation Ltd (FIN)

Duration: 22.2.2012-21.2.2014

Budget:  935 037,00 €

ENPI funding: 650 000,00 €

 www.ksob.ru  
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Technology and 
innovations
 

The pace of technical development has been fi erce 

over the past decade and shows no signs of slowing 

down. Increasingly versatile mobile equipment, 

high-speed networks and next-generation TV and 

radio broadcasts increase the availability of services 

while off ering opportunities for both technology 

developers and service providers. New innovations 

most frequently take place in the technology sector, 

and the opportunities it off ers are nearly unlimited. 

Th e national development strategies of both Finland and Russia 
aim to develop the labour market and continuing education, 
with young people as a particular target group. Th is goal is 
very well supported by project activities that provide funding 
for technology development and the creation of innovations. 
What is more, the activities generate a network of international 
expertise for the growing needs of the ICT sector, for example.

Th e programme has funded four projects whose activities 
have particularly strongly concentrated on developing new 
technology, allowing its output to be utilised by the business life 
and public sector service providers, developing new innovations 
and improving access to the services and benefi ts. In addition, the 
projects have featured a strong sub-area of research. Th e activities 
in these projects have been linked with subjects like photonics, 
information and communications technology, multimedia 
production and the digitalisation of TV broadcasts. Business 
opportunities have been taken into account from the perspective 
of young adults, in particular, and lots of new intellectual capital 
and international business potential has been brought together 
by supporting the founding and operating environment of new 
start-up companies.
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Open Innovation 
Service for Emerging 
Business - OpenINNO

The overall objective of the DATIS project

was to establish a platform for sustainable 

cooperation between Finland and Russia in 

order to support advanced technology and 

project activities for its development.

During the project, matched sets of rules were created 
for technology research (virtual laboratory) using the 
international innovation service mechanism, where start-
ups are established for communication and consulting 
services. Th e off ering of innovation services was based on 
a mutual agreement between the project partners, ensuring 
that the activities will continue even aft er the project’s 
implementation period. During the project, eight research 
projects were piloted, four of which advanced to the 
commercial stage and were registered as companies.

The overall objective of the OpenINNO 

project  was to support innovations at the 

incubation stage, aiming to develop, pilot and 

test an open ecosystem with particular 

emphasis on young entrepreneurs. 

Th e project involved identifying the potential and obstacles 
for technology-based business on the basis of the programme 
area’s open innovation paradigm, developing the open 
innovation method and making it known among freelance 
entrepreneurs, small companies as well as innovative and 
networked organisations. Th e project piloted a new model 
for incubator services based on a special infrastructure and 
tools for supporting and coaching the innovators. During 
the activities, Russian regional authorities were familiarised 
with EU practices in, for example, open innovation, new 
management styles and communication practices. Further 
training and coaching concentrating on open innovations 
and international business was developed for researchers, 
educational institutions and SMEs.

International System 
Development of 
Advanced 
Technologies 
Implementation in 
Border Regions - DATIS

EXAMPLES OF THE FUNDED PROJECTS

Project ID: 2011-009-SE631

Lead Partner:  Association of Centers for Engineering 

 and Automation ACEA

Partners: Saint-Petersburg State Polytechnical University 

 (RUS), Committee for Economic Development, 

 Industrial Policy and Trade, St. Petersburg

 (RUS), Committee on IT and Communication, 

 St. Petersburg (RUS), Lappeenranta University 

 of Technology (FIN), Kouvola Innovation Ltd 

 (FIN), Saint-Petersburg Interregional Resource 

 Center (RUS), Tahto Media Ltd (FIN), 

 Karostech Ltd (FIN)

Duration: 22.2.2012-21.2.2014

Budget:  860 620,00 €

ENPI funding: 599 000,00 €

 www.acea.spb.ru 

Project ID: 2011-012-SE604

Lead Partner:  Ioff e Institute

Partners: Lappeenranta University of Technology (FIN), 

 AALTO University (FIN)

Duration: 30.12.2011-29.12.2014

Budget:  1 064 620,00 €

ENPI funding: 744 620,00 €

 www.ioff e.ru  
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Services and
well-being
 

The geographical area covered by the 

programme includes a wide variety of diff erent 

areas in Finland and Russia, and factors like the 

population, economic structure and standard of 

living make the cooperation both challenging 

and enabling. However, the connecting resources, 

such as the border, sea, history and long-term 

cooperation, chiefl y lay a positive foundation 

for mutual activities.  

Finland and Russia are important partners to each other, and 
the position of the programme area as a centre of trade between 
Russia and Europe may lead to additional investments and 
increasing fl ows of people, whose needs will create markets for 
various service providers and goods manufacturers. In order for 
society to function, well-being is needed in addition to favourable 
economic development. Population development in the area has 
remained negative for some time now, and the problems caused 
by certain contagious diseases and multiple social problems are 
yet to be solved. 

Funding from the programme was allocated to developing 
the activities of small and medium-sized enterprises and 
entrepreneurs providing well-being services as well as students in 
the fi eld, for example, and to strengthening entrepreneurship. On 
another note, the competence of institutions and staff  in social 
and healthcare services in Finland and Russia was increased, 
particularly in work with children and families. Th e actors can 
also make use of the multilingual e-services and comprehensive 
project glossary produced in one project. As an outcome, 
people in both countries learned to look at things from new 
perspectives, and a number of tried and tested operating models 
were introduced in practice.
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Integrated Multilingual 
E-services for Business 
Communication – IMU

The overall objective of the GATE project  

was to develop small and medium-sized 

business operations in the City of Gatchina 

in Russia.

During the project, a development and training centre 
was established for companies with the goal of increasing 
interest in business operations, strengthening business 
competence as well as identifying and utilising new 
innovations, privatisation opportunities, productisation 
and commercialisation in companies off ering rehabilitating 
social services. Four training programmes for business 
development were planned and implemented. Two 
training programmes for preventive and rehabilitative care 
were planned and implemented. Th e operation of SMEs 
in the City of Gatchina was developed by preparing 10 
business plans ready for implementation and by developing 
entrepreneurial skills. With the project’s support, eight new 
companies were established and 20 new jobs created.

The overall objective of the IMU project  

was to develop multilingual Finnish–Russian 

interaction in the fi elds of trade, tourism and 

services, thus benefi ting SMEs and residents 

in both countries. 

As a result of the project activities, the needs and behaviour 
of users were studied and analysed and a preliminary study 
was prepared to develop applicable multilingual solutions. 
A signifi cant number of intended end-users took part in 
the evaluation processes in both Russia and Finland. Th e 
project developed multilingual e-services that can be used 
on computers, mobile phones and tablets. In addition, the 
project piloted a machine translation service for callers 
with both Russian and Finnish telephone numbers. Th e 
project actors also published a comprehensive glossary for 
project cooperation between the EU and Russia, including 
vocabulary frequently used in project communications in 
Finnish, English and Russian.

Entrepreneurship 
Development in 
Gatchina District 
– GATE 

EXAMPLES OF THE FUNDED PROJECTS

Project ID: 2011-074-SE703

Lead Partner:  University of Helsinki, Palmenia Centre 

 for Continuing Education

Partners: Saint-Petersburg Information and Analytical 

 Centre (RUS), Tutkimus- ja Analysointikeskus 

 TAK Ltd (FIN), Promaco Ltd (FIN)

Duration: 1.12.2012-30.11.2014

Budget:  603 814,00 €

ENPI funding: 422 610,00 €

 www.helsinki.fi  

Project ID: 2011-043-SE499

Lead Partner:  South Savo Education Ltd

Partners: Aalto University School of Economics 

 Small Business Center (FIN), Gatchina 

 Municipal District Administration (RUS)

Duration: 1.1.2012-31.12.2014

Budget:  677 868,00 €

ENPI funding: 542 297,00 €

 www.esedu.fi 
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Tourism
 

The significance of tourism for the development of 

the regional economy has been recognised by all  

the authorities involved in the programme work, 

and the areas belonging to the programme have 

significant potential thanks to their location. The 

services of a metropolis and a rural idyll in one 

package. This means that the potential for tourism 

within the programme area is very large in itself, but 

the attraction of the area should also be utilised from 

the perspective of those coming from elsewhere.  

The infrastructure and services must be developed in unison 
with marketing promises in order to ensure the continuity of the 
activities. Cultural and well-being services are part of the core 
of the development of tourism production, and Russia’s rich art 
heritage combined with Finland’s active cultural production lay 
an excellent foundation for both continuing the traditions and 
creating new innovations.

The shared history of the programme area has been compiled 
into an impressive service portal, and the castles and fortresses 
included in the network have received information desks as 
well as printed and electronic materials for visitors in addition 
to annual events. For visitors coming from all over the world 
and local art lovers, top ballet performances have been piloted 
at an established opera festival. An important target group in 
the development of tourism and cultural services have been 
students and young enthusiasts, who can also bring continuity 
to the activities. Communication and smooth and confidential 
cooperation relationships are preconditions for activities 
promoting tourism, particularly in cross-border cooperation.
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Castle to Castle

St. Petersburg – 
Savonlinna 
Ballet Days 

The overall objective of the Ballet Days 

project  was to strengthen cross-border 

cooperation and reduce mental obstacles 

through the universal language of dance 

and ballet. 

Th e project activities aimed at creating a uniform 
pedagogical concept for cultural and art education in the 
programme area. Th e activities were joined by a total of 210 
ballet students and 19 teachers from Finland and Russia. 
Master class students also demonstrated their dance skills to 
the public at students’ ballet galas. Th e largest public event 
featured 37 star dancers, who put up a memorable show for 
8,000 people in the fabulous Olavinlinna Castle during the 
Savonlinna Opera Festival. By organising high-quality dance 
art events, the project also provided general-level support 
for tourism in the area as well as the extensive service sector 
activities linked to it.

The overall objective of the Castle to Castle 

project  was to promote the preservation of 

the shared heritage and regional identity and 

to strengthen practical cooperation between 

cultural actors by developing cultural tourism 

in Finnish and Russian castles and establishing 

a related network of specialists and 

entrepreneurs. 

Th e project involved fi ve castles and fortresses from South-
East Finland and six from the Leningrad Oblast in Russia. 
Th ey constitute the Castle to Castle cultural route network. 
A thorough introduction to the castles and fortresses in the 
areas, both those that were involved in the projects and others, 
is provided by the online service developed for the purpose 
at www.fortforum.org. Th e project produced materials 
that will also support the future marketing of the castle 
network: public information desks at fi ve castles as well as a 
recognisable product family including the Annual Castle Day 
and other events, posters, books, etc. In addition, a university 
training programme named Castle to Castle Heritage 
Interpretation was organised for museum specialists and 
entrepreneurs and was completed by 39 specialists during 
the project.

EXAMPLES OF THE FUNDED PROJECTS

Project ID: 2010-030-SE280

Lead Partner:  University of Eastern Finland

Partners: The National Board of Antiquities (FIN), 

 Leningrad region culture committee, 

 Museum Agency (RUS), The State Museum 

 of the History of St. Petersburg (RUS), 

 City of Lappeenranta (FIN)

Duration: 21.4.2011-20.4.2014

Budget:  1 349 197,00 €

ENPI funding: 1 073 317,00 €

 www.uef.fi 

Project ID: 2011-026-SE450

Lead Partner:  Dance Open Festival

Partners: Savonlinna Opera Festival Patrons’ 

 Association (FIN)

Duration: 27.3.2012-26.12.2014

Budget:  597 350,00 €

ENPI funding: 477 800,00 €

 www.danceopen.com 
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Climate and the 
environment
 

A significant part of the environment in the 

programme area consists of vast expanses 

of forest, water and numerous islands. The 

simultaneous utilisation and protection of these 

areas is sometimes challenging, and all activities 

must recognise the value of both in order to  

reach as sustainable results as possible.  

Implementing the programme requires an assessment of the 
environmental impact, taking into account the environmental 
impact of the operations, various implementation options, 
options for mitigating any adverse effects, and the viewpoints 
of the various parties. The results of this procedure are taken 
into account in both selecting the projects to be funded and 
monitoring their implementation.

Nine projects that have received funding from the programme 
have, in some way, been linked with climate research or the 
promotion or protection of biodiversity. The total amount of 
support from the programme for these projects is approximately 
€5.8 million. In the funded activities, about 4,400 km2 of water 
was examined or cleaned in order to promote the diversity of 
the common natural environment and sustainable development, 
and nearly 40 organisations were involved as active operators. 
Significant investments were made in the field of research, and the 
results can be extensively utilised in the future. Special geological 
features and environmental risks have been surveyed in, for 
example, the populated areas of the Gulf of Finland. Ecological 
support activities, whose aim is to increase the environmental 
responsibility of individuals and communities and promote 
ecological efficiency, have also been introduced in cross-border 
cooperation through project activities.
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Climate Proof Living 
Environment – CliPLivE 

Step to Ecosupport  

The overall objective of the Step to 

Ecosupport project was to improve the status 

of the environment in the Baltic Sea area by 

supporting the development of new tools for 

the administration of cities in the area. 

Th e project involved training eco-support persons whose 
key duty is to increase environmental awareness in their own 
working and living environment and to encourage others 
to adopt practices in line with sustainable development. 
Th e activities developed the ecological perspective in, 
for example, energy and water consumption and the 
development of recycling. Having already been used in 
Finland for some time, the eco-support operating model was 
successfully taken to Russia, and 104 people took part in the 
training organised by the project in St Petersburg. At the end 
of the project, the actors will have access to both printed and 
electronic material on the training, key operating models 
and the tools utilised in the daily activities. Th e results of 
the Step to Ecosupport project are part of the web portal at 
www.ekotuki.fi , which provides extensive information on 
the topic in several languages.

The overall objective of the CliPLivE project  

was to assess the geological and environmental

risks resulting from the special geological 

features of the populated areas of the Gulf of 

Finland and to identify the possible eff ects of 

climate change on these. 

During the evaluation process, the project produced an 
extensive survey and material on the aforementioned 
phenomena and their possible eff ects, particularly in the 
St Petersburg, Kymenlaakso and Uusimaa regions and the 
Helsinki city area. In addition to suitable tools, methods and 
risk assessment processes, the project signifi cantly increased 
the volume of specialist cooperation and widely raised 
environmental awareness among the partners and target 
groups. Th e results of the project were also shared with local 
authorities that took part in developing the populated areas 
of the Gulf of Finland, particularly in the planning phase. Th e 
community of specialists that got together during the project 
will also continue cooperation aft er the end of the project.

EXAMPLES OF THE FUNDED PROJECTS

Project ID: 2011-033-SE497

Lead Partner:  SC Mineral

Partners: Committee for Nature Use, Environmental 

 Protection and Ecological Safety St. Petersburg

 (RUS), A.P. Karpinsky Russian Geological 

 Research Institute (RUS), Geological Survey 

 of Finland GTK (FIN), Regional Council of 

 Kymenlaakso (FIN), Uusimaa Regional Council 

 (FIN), Helsinki Region Environmental 

 Services Authority (FIN)

Duration: 7.2.2012-6.11.2014

Budget:  568 497,00 €

ENPI funding: 454 797,00 €

 www.sc-mineral.ru  

Project ID: 2011-078-SE670

Lead Partner:  University of Helsinki, Palmenia Centre 

 for Continuing Education

Partners: Kymenlaakso University of Applied 

 Sciences (FIN), Saint-Petersburg 

 Committee for Nature Use, Environmental 

 Protection and Ecological Safety (RUS), 

 KOSMOS Ltd (RUS), Friends of Baltic (RUS)

Duration: 1.1.2013-31.12.2014

Budget:  543 321,00 €

ENPI funding: 434 231,00 €

 www.helsinki.fi 
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Ecology, 
energy and   
safety
 

The total need for energy will increase as our  

living environment evolves. However, research 

and development are constantly carried out in  

order to ensure that the products and services 

used work as ecologically as possible and  

consume little energy, preferably renewable  

energy, starting from the production of  

raw materials.  

Another key factor besides ecology is safety, and thus the 
challenges of wastewater treatment, road and rail transport 
and traffic, for example, must be taken into account in the 
development of the programme area. Navigation in the Gulf 
of Finland has changed significantly over the past few decades. 
Russia is one of the largest oil producers in the world, and oil 
ports are also located on the shores of the programme area in 
both countries. In addition to providing a significant source of 
income and employment effect, these activities pose a risk to the 
environment. 

The programme has offered opportunities in the form of 
project activities to study the environment, develop safety 
mechanisms for accidents, and engage individuals and 
communities to assume responsibility for the environment. 
In addition to public actors, voluntary activities are highly 
important, and they have successfully been incorporated 
into maritime safety development projects, in particular. The 
significance of cross-border cooperation is highlighted when 
we talk about climate and environmental issues. Accordingly, 
the projects have also examined the effects of the participating 
countries’ legislation on the activities.
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Ecologically 
Friendly Port

Winter navigation risks 
and oil contingency 
plan - WINOIL 

The overall objective of the WINOIL project

was to increase familiarity with oil spill 

prevention methods, develop shared operating 

models to prepare for oil spills and reduce the 

risks of winter navigation in the Gulf of Finland.

Th e project involved carrying out a Formal Safety Assessment 
(FSA) of the risks of winter navigation. Th e assessment was 
supplemented by a risk management operating model and 
a preliminary hazard analysis. Finland and Russia’s mutual 
contingency plan to control the pollution of the eastern 
Gulf of Finland was updated to include areas particularly 
sensitive to oil spills in the winter. All the results gained 
during the project and the recommendations prepared 
on their basis were distributed to the target groups and 
the project’s interest groups. Th e project actors also 
cooperated with the Baltic Marine Environment Protection 
Commission (Helsinki Commission, HELCOM), which 
was provided with the recommendations prepared on the 
risk management options.

The overall objective of the Ecologically 

Friendly Port project  was to improve the 

status of the environment in the eastern part 

of the Gulf of Finland, paying attention to the 

actions of citizens, port operators and 

authorities in Finland and Russia.

During the project, several practical recommendations for 
action were implemented for utilisation in the operation 
of the ports of HaminaKotka and Ust-Luga in order to 
increase ecological effi  ciency and reduce emissions and 
noise. In addition, the recommendations take account of 
energy effi  ciency. Th e project also supported the planning 
of activities by producing scientifi c research material on the 
marine environment and the eff ects of dredging. An eco-
monitoring centre was organised during the project and its 
staff  was provided with training. In addition, an extensive 
fi eld survey was carried out in Luga Bay on the eff ects of the 
atmosphere on water and energy and thereby the ecosystem. 
Th e awareness of citizens and the project’s interest groups 
regarding a green way of thinking was increased by means 
of a number of events and extensive visibility in the media.

EXAMPLES OF THE FUNDED PROJECTS

Project ID: 2011-105-SE747

Lead Partner:  Russian State Hydrometeorological 

 University

Partners: Ust-Luga Company JSC (RUS), 

 University of Turku Centre for Maritime 

 Studies (FIN), Kymenlaakso University 

 of Applied Sciences (FIN)

Duration: 1.12.2012-30.11.2014

Budget:  570 140,00 €

ENPI funding: 456 112,00 €

 www.rshu.ru  

Project ID: 2011-086-SE680

Lead Partner:  Kotka Maritime Research Association

Partners: Aalto Holding Association (FIN), Finnish 

 Environment Institute (FIN), Central marine

 research and design institute (RUS), Baltic 

 salvage & towage company (RUS), Agency of

 ecological consulting and nature protection 

 design (RUS), Saint-Petersburg state marine

 technical university (RUS)

Duration: 1.12.2012-30.11.2014

Budget:  693 353,00 €

ENPI funding: 554 682,00 €

 www.merikotka.fi   
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Citizen 
cooperation,  
community 
 

Economic development also results in social 

development, which may be further developed, 

refined and applied on the basis of the local 

experience. The programme has aimed at 

providing citizens and communities with 

opportunities to strengthen their mutual 

connections, for example, through training  

and cultural activities. 

The cooperation between citizens may be promoted by various 
kinds of organisations, and opportunities have also been offered 
to small actors, such as youth and sports clubs. The programme 
area is also a border area combining the history, traditions, 
attitudes and operating culture of two countries. The cooperation 
is enriched by, for example, arts cooperation networks, increasing 
historical awareness and youth work, creating almost limitless 
opportunities for generation after generation. The utilisation of 
technology has created new opportunities to supplement the 
traditional methods.

All of the activities supported by the programme are also, to 
some extent, linked with sociability and cooperation between 
people. The people-to-people phenomenon is a common feature 
across the implementation of the entire programme. Three 
projects have been financed under the line covering citizen 
cooperation, each with clear special characteristics aimed at 
activating the local population. In these projects, the actions have 
primarily been open public events, local, community effort-type 
construction and renovation projects, actions developing local 
small entrepreneurship as well as courses and training packages 
promoting the activity and information collection skills of 
children and young people. The projects have been advanced by 
a group of professionals and amateurs specialised in their fields 
from, for example, sports clubs, educational institutions, regional 
administration and cultural actors.
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Step Up - Cross Border 
City in Action   

Ladoga Initiative   

The overall objective of the Ladoga Initiative 

project  was to promote rural development in 

selected Russian areas on the basis of expertise 

and information received from a Finnish partner 

(the LEADER approach). 

Th e objective was realised by allocating a grant to 30 micro-
projects located in the Leningrad Oblast and the south-
western part of the Republic of Karelia. Th e themes included 
the training, activation and changing of communities. While 
the project increased cooperation between the local people 
and communities and encouraged them to take initiative, 
it also highlighted the challenges that can be faced when 
transferring social practices or innovations from one culture 
to another. In addition to the actual project partners, the 
results of the project were also communicated to several 
organisations taking part in the LEADER funding in Finland. 
In Russia, the results of the project as well as its direct and 
indirect eff ects were communicated to representatives of 
regional and central administration in addition to local 
administration. Th e activities carried out as micro-projects 
will continue even aft er the end of the project, and the 
initiative gained through them will further support the 
development of the communities.

The overall objective of the Step Up project  

was to gather actors involved in the project 

and establish activity groups concentrating 

on sports, youth work, education and cultural 

activities, thus laying a foundation for future 

cooperation. 

Participants in the project included the cities of 
Lappeenranta, Imatra, Svetogorsk and Vyborg as well as 
the Admiralteysky District of St Petersburg. Th e events 
organised during the project included 75 sports events 
in the sports activity group as well as eight seminars and 
matchmaking events in the cultural activity group. In 
addition, the youth work activity group founded a youth 
parliament in close cooperation with young people living in 
the border region. During the project, municipal specialists, 
youth clubs, pupil and student associations, student interest 
groups as well as various youth foundations and associations 
created a good networking system for future activities. Th e 
schools and day-care centres taking part in the education 
activity group laid a foundation for sustainable cooperation 
through various coaching sessions, teacher visits and 
shared cultural performances, also making use of modern 
pedagogical know-how.

EXAMPLES OF THE FUNDED PROJECTS

Project ID: 2010-031-SE332

Lead Partner:  City of Lappeenranta

Partners: City of Imatra (RUS), Administration of Vyborg

 region municipality (RUS), City of Svetogorsk 

 (RUS), Finnish Sport Association of South 

 Karelia (FIN), Finnish-Russian school of Eastern

 Finland (FIN), Humak University of applied 

 sciences (FIN), Municipality Admitalteiskiy 

 okrug (RUS)

Duration: 21.5.2011-20.5.2014

Budget:  991 171,00 €

ENPI funding: 792 937,00 €

 www.lappeenranta.fi   

Project ID: 2010-016-SE113

Lead Partner:  Ruralia Institute, University of Helsinki

Partners: Municipal fund of economic development

 of Lodeinoe Pole municipal district (RUS), 

 Administration of Olonets national municipal 

 district (RUS), Administration of Pitkaranta 

 municipal district (RUS)

Duration: 30.3.2011-29.3.2013

Budget:  594 917,00 €

ENPI funding: 416 308,00 €

 www.helsinki.fi 
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Infrastructure
development
 

During 2007–2013, there were 10.41 million 

crossings of the border between the European 

Union and Russia via the border-crossing points 

in the programme area. This fi gure includes both 

passenger and goods traffi  c. Such a large volume 

of traffi  c is highly signifi cant for the economic 

development of the area and requires both good 

maintenance of the infrastructure and smooth 

border crossing arrangements in Finland and 

Russia alike. Safety and environmental loads must 

also be taken care of in order to keep the border 

area clean despite the traffi  c volume. 

In accordance with the implementation rule governing the 
realisation of the programme, funding could be granted to large 
scale projects that met the terms and conditions for eligibility 
for support and were unanimously approved for funding. Th e 
projects proposed for funding were also circulated through the 
European Commission’s internal consultation in order to ensure 
the suitability of their investment shares for the ENPI fi nancial 
instrument. Eight projects passed the entire selection process 
and were carried out during 2012–2015. Th e funding from the 
programme for these projects totalled approximately €37.7 
million. Th anks to the investments made, the border-crossing 
points and the improved roads leading to them will be suffi  cient 
even for a growing traffi  c volume.

1Source: authority statistics 2013
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Th e main goal of the project was to modernise the Svetogorsk 
border-crossing point. Th e implementation plan included 
preparing a development plan for the border-crossing 
point, modernising the safety systems and revamping the 
equipment and methods needed for the inspection of goods 
traffi  c. Th e actions, which also included a new lane for the 
transport of hazardous substances, were completed at the 
end of 2015. 

Developing the Imatra border-crossing point included plans for 
constructing additional lanes, improving traffi  c arrangements, 
expanding the parking area as well as expanding and renovating 
the customs and border control buildings. Th e construction of 
the new lanes and parking area was completed in October 2014, 
and new electronic traffi  c control screens were installed above 
the lanes by the end of the year. During the project, plans were 
prepared and new passenger facilities built for the inspection 
area, in addition to which the expansion and renovation of the 
main building was completed in late 2014. In addition to the 
construction work, the equipment was revamped to bett er meet 
the needs for controlling the increased volume of traffi  c.

Th e fi rst phase of the Nuijamaa border-crossing point 
included plans for constructing additional lanes and 
renovating the road junctions. New lanes for outgoing 
passenger and goods traffi  c from Finland were completed 
in 2014, and the planned traffi  c control equipment and 
traffi  c monitoring telematics were installed. In addition, the 
junction of National Road 13 at Nuijamaa was renovated. 

In the second phase of the Nuijamaa border-crossing 
point, a new area was constructed for incoming traffi  c to 
Finland and a plan was prepared for controlling cross-
border traffi  c. Th anks to these improvements, the border 
control operations are now carried out 50% more quickly 
and the annual capacity for controlling cross-border traffi  c 
has increased to 6,6 million passengers from the earlier 2,6 
million1.

Reconstruction of the automobile 
BCP Svetogorsk

Imatra Border Crossing Development

Nuijamaa Border Crossing 
Development, phase I

Nuijamaa Border Crossing 
Development, phase II

1Source: The Finnish Border Guard’s statistics

BORDER CROSSING POINTS

INVESTMENTS IN INFRASTRUCTURE

Project ID: 2011-069-LSP_SE775

Lead Partner:  Federal Agency for the Development of the State

  Border Facilities of the Russian Federation - ROSGRANITSA

Partners: City of Imatra (FIN), Federal State Public Institution 

 «Directorate for the Construction and Operation of 

 the Rosgranitsa Facilities» (Rosgranstroy) (RUS), 

 Imatra Region Development Company (FIN)

Duration: 31.7.2013- 31.12.2015

Budget:  9 500 000,00 €

ENPI funding: 7 600 000,00 €

 www.rosgranitsa.ru 

Project ID: 2011-061-LSP_SE768

Lead Partner:  Finnish Transport Agency

Partners: Centre for Economic Development, Transport and 

 the Environment of South-East Finland (FIN), Finnish 

 Customs (FIN), Finnish Border Guard (FIN), Senate 

 Properties  (FIN), City of Imatra (FIN), Road 

 Committee of the Leningrad Region (RUS)

Duration: 1.1.2013-31.12.2014

Budget:  13 970 000,00 €

ENPI funding: 11 176 000,00 €

 www.liikennevirasto.fi 

Project ID: 2011-062-LSP_SE769

Lead Partner:  Finnish Transport Agency

Partners: Centre for Economic Development, Transport and 

 the Environment of South-East Finland (FIN), Finnish 

 Customs (FIN), Finnish Border Guard (FIN), City of 

 Lappeenranta (FIN), Road Committee of the 

 Leningrad Region (RUS)

Duration: 1.1.2013-31.12.2014

Budget:  3 000 000,00 €

ENPI funding: 2 400 000,00 €

 www.liikennevirasto.fi 

Project ID: 2012-002-LSP_SE774

Lead Partner:  Finnish Transport Agency

Partners: Centre for Economic Development, Transport and

 the Environment of South-East Finland (FIN), Finnish 

 Customs (FIN), Finnish Border Guard (FIN), City of 

 Lappeenranta (FIN), Road Committee of the 

 Leningrad Region (RUS)

Duration: 1.2.2013-31.12.2014

Budget:  1 130 000,00 €

ENPI funding: 904 000,00 €

 www.liikennevirasto.fi 
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Th e project’s implementation plan included fi nishing 
the plans, tendering for contract and carrying out the 
renovation of the Saimaa Canal road between Vyborg 
and Lappeenranta. Th e poor-condition road surface was 
revamped between Brusnitsnoje and the Finnish border, 
and the renovation work was completed in late 2014. 

Th e project’s implementation plan included the renovation 
of the road between Ihala and Raivio, kilometres 14–28. On 
the Russian side, the road leads to the Parikkala–Syväoro 
border-crossing point, and thus has a direct impact on the 
smoothness of cross-border traffi  c. Th e plans for renovating 
the road were prepared during the project, and the tendering 
and implementation of the contract was carried out for the 
most part by the end of 2014. Th e renovated section of the 
road was offi  cially inaugurated in November 2015. 

Th e project’s implementation plan included the renovation 
of the road section between Vainikkala and Simola. Th e road 
leads to the international border-crossing point between 
Finland and Russia in Vainikkala. Th e implementation 
involved renovating six kilometres of the old Simola–
Vainikkala road, constructing three kilometres of new 
road and renovating the junction of roads 387 and 3891 at 
Simola. Th e work for the project was completed in late 2014. 

Improvement of the Vyborg-
Lappeenranta road 

Reconstruction of the Ihala-Raivio-
State border road, km14 - km28

Vainikkala - Simola Road 
Rehabilitation

RENOVATED ROADS

Project ID: 2013-001-LSP_SE776

Lead Partner:  Finnish Transport Agency

Partners: Centre for Economic Development, 

 Transport and the Environment of 

 South-East Finland (FIN), Road 

 Committee of the Leningrad 

 Region (RUS)

Duration: 1.1.2014-31.12.2014

Budget:  2 500 000,00 €

ENPI funding: 2 000 000,00 €

 www.liikennevirasto.fi 

Project ID: 2011-064-LSP_SE770

Lead Partner:  Finnish Transport Agency

Partners: Centre for Economic Development, 

 Transport and the Environment of 

 South-East Finland (FIN), City of 

 Lappeenranta (FIN), Road Committee 

 of the Leningrad Region (RUS)

Duration: 1.1.2013-31.12.2014

Budget:  6 800 000,00 €

ENPI funding: 4 400 000,00 €

 www.liikennevirasto.fi 

Project ID: 2011-066-LSP_SE772

Lead Partner:  Road Administration of the 

 Republic of Karelia

Partners: Finnish Transport Agency (FIN), 

 Parikkala Municipality (FIN)

Duration: 4.12.2012-31.12.2014

Budget:  4 000 000,00 €

ENPI funding: 3 200 000,00 € 

 www.upravtodor-rk.ru 
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Th e main objective of the project was to make cross-border 
traffi  c between Finland and Russia smoother by building a 
new bridge over the River Kuurmanpohjanjoki and improve 
the roads leading across it to the Imatra–Svetogorsk border-
crossing point. In addition to new structures and surfaces, 
the sites were equipped with street lighting, road signs and 
crash barriers. Th e renovated sections had suff ered from 
the increased traffi  c volumes in the past decade, and the old 
bridge was in poor condition, constituting a real bott leneck 
and a safety risk for those using it. Th e new bridge was built 
to meet modern technical requirements. 

Work was fi nanced through project funding until the 
end of 2014 and completed in the following year with 
regional funding from Russia. Th e planned actions were 
completed in summer 2015, and the bridge and the roads 
leading to it were offi  cially inaugurated in November 2015. 
In the stately opening ceremony, the new bridge was also 
given symbolic value as a symbol of cooperation between 
Finland and Russia and was named the Bridge of Friendship.

Development of the Imatra-
Svetogorsk international 
automobile Cross Border Point 
and its approach roads

BRIDGE OF FRIENDSHIP

INVESTMENTS IN INFRASTRUCTURE

Project ID: 2011-068-LSP_SE771

Lead Partner:  Road Committee of the 

 Leningrad region

Partners: Finnish Transport Agency (FIN), 

 Road administration of the 

 Leningrad region (RUS), 

 City of Svetogorsk (RUS)

Duration: 14.12.2012-31.12.2014

Budget:  7 599 999,50 €

ENPI funding: 6 079 999,50 € 

 www.road.lenobl.ru 
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PROJECT NAME PROJECT ID LEAD PARTNER DURATION

BUSINESS AND ECONOMY

BLESK 2010-020-SE178 Cursor Ltd, Kotka-Hamina Regional Development 23.3.2011-23.3.2014

Imatra-Svetogorsk RBCs’ Development 2011-046-SE590 Finnish Transport Agency 1.2.2012-31.12.2014

Innovation and Business Cooperation 2010-010-SE312 Wirma Lappeenranta Ltd 9.7.2011-8.7.2014

Special crop education for economic deve-
lopment in NorthWest Russia and SouthEast 
Finland - SPECICROP

2011-052-SE549 Natural Resources Institute Finland 1.1.2012-31.12.2014

Two-way Railway Cargo Traffic via Imatra/
Svetogorsk Border-crossing Point

2010-018-SE380 Imatra Region Development Company 17.3.2011-16.3.2013

Wope - Wood procurement  
entrepreneurship

2011-075-SE726 Mikkeli University of Applied  
Sciences Ltd

1.12.2012-30.11.2014

RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

Arctic Materials Technologies Development 2011-057-SE562 Lappeenranta University of Technology 1.1.2012-31.12.2014

EdNet — Cross-border Networks and Resources 
for Common Challenges in Education

2011-031-SE478 Corporate Training Systems 22.2.2012-21.2.2014

EDUSTROI - Development of construction and 
real estate sector education

2011-021-SE502 Edustroi Finland Ltd 8.2.2012-7.12.2014

Finnish-Russian Forest Academy preparation 2010-028-SE400 Lappeenranta University of Technology 28.4.2011-27.4.2013

Finnish-Russian Forest Academy - Extension 
and Piloting

2011-095-SE688 Lappeenranta University of Technology 1.12.2012-30.11.2014

LENEDU - Education of emplyees in  
construction and real estate sector in 
Leningrad region

2011-100- SE718 Edustroi Finland Ltd 2.11.2012-1.11.2014

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATIONS

Cross-Border Photonics Initiative 2011-087- SE691 Saint Petersburg National Research University ITMO 27.11.2012-26.12.2014

Digital Sphere - A Finnish-Russian ecosystem  
for television over broadcast and Internet

2011-025-SE635 Saint Petersburg Electrotechnical University LETI 28.3.2012-27.3.2014

International System Development of 
Advanced Technologies Implementation in 
Border Regions DATIS

2011-012-SE604 Ioffe Institute 30.12.2011-29.12.2014

Open Innovation Service for Emerging 
Business - OpenINNO

2011-009-SE631 Association of Centers for Engineering and Automation 
ACEA

22.2.2012-21.2.2014

Funded projects
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PARTNERS BUDGET
ENPI 

FUNDING
WWW

St. Petersburg Foundation for SME Development (RUS), OJSC Technopark of St. Petersburg (RUS), St. 
Petersburg State Polytechnical University (RUS), Russian Association of Wind Power Industry (RUS), 
Kymenlaakso University of Applied Sciences (FIN)

1 711 028 € 1 197 498 € www.cursor.fi

North-West Territorial Administration of Rosgranitsa (RUS), Imatra Region Development Company (FIN), 
Federal State Public Inst. Directorate for Construction and Operation of Rosgranista-Rosgranstroy (RUS)

824 000 € 659 000 € www.liikenne 
virasto.fi

Committee of Economic Development, Industrial Policy and Trade (RUS), Committee on IT and 
Communication of St. Petersburg (RUS), NP European-Russian InnoPartnership (RUS), St. Petersburg 
Information and Analytical Centre (RUS), St. Petersburg State University of Economics and Finance 
(RUS), St. Petersburg State Polytechnic University (RUS), St. Petersburg State University of Aerospace 
Instrumentation (RUS), Bonch-Bruevich St. Petersburg State University of Telecommunications 
(RUS), Saint Petersburg State University of Information Technologies, Mechanics and Optics (RUS), 
Lappeenranta University of Technology (FIN), Kouvola Innovation Ltd. (FIN), Miktech Ltd. (FIN), Aalto 
University School of Economics Small Business Centre (FIN) 

1 721 524 € 1 199 864 € www.wirma.fi

Leningrad region Begunitsky Agrotechnological College (RUS), South Savo Education Ltd South Savo 
Vocational College (FIN), St-Petersburg Institute of Pharmacy (RUS), Euro-Rahoitus Oy Jorma Sorvari 
(FIN)

500 000 € 350  000 € www.luke.fi

City of Svetogorsk (RUS) 346  847 € 277 476 € www.kehy.fi

Aalto University School of Business, Small Business Center (FIN), South Savo Education Ltd (FIN), Saint-
Petersburg State Forest Technical University under S.M. Kirov (RUS), Autonomous public institution of 
secondary vocational education of Leningrad oblast (RUS)

537 809 € 374 309 € www.mamk.fi

Central Research Institute of Structural Materials PROMETEY (RUS) 1 028 572 € 720 000 € www.lut.fi

University of Helsinki, Palmenia Centre for Continuing Education (FIN), St.Petersburg Academy of In-Service 
Pedagogical Education (RUS),  Business Computer Center (RUS),  Kouvola Innovation Ltd (FIN)

935 037 € 650 000 € www.ksob.ru

The Union of Construction Associations and Organisations (Rus), Committee of Construction St. 
Petersburg (RUS), Technopark of Construction (RUS), Training Centre of the Construction Industries – 
RATEKO (FIN), The Building Information Foundation ry (FIN)

1 285 700 € 900 000 € www.finedu.fi

St.Petersburg State Technological University of Plant Polymers (RUS), St.Petersburg State Forest 
Technical Academy (RUS)

250 000 € 175 000 € www.lut.fi

St.Petersburg State Technological University of Plant Polymers (RUS), St.Petersburg State Forest 
Technical University (RUS), Finnish Forest Research Institute METLA (FIN)

483 392 € 338 373 € www.lut.fi

SRO Builders of Leningrad Oblast (RUS), MAPO - International Alliance of Professional Education (RUS),  
FOS - Federation of construction education (RUS), Training Centre for the Construction Industries 
RATEKO (FIN),  Real estate education KIINKO (FIN), Union of building companies and organizations of 
Leningrad Region (RUS)

973 078 € 681 155 € www.finedu.fi

Lappeenranta University of Technology (FIN), Laurea University of Applied Sciences (FIN), Aalto 
University, School of Electrical Engineering (FIN), Optogan (RUS)

693 013 € 480 319 € www.ifmo.ru

Company Maxisat Ltd (FIN),  Joint Stock Company «JSC Zavod im. Kozitsky” (RUS), Committee on IT and 
Communication, St. Petersburg (RUS), VTT Technical Research Centre (FIN)

1 671 060 € 1 169 740 € www.eltech.ru

Lappeenranta University of Technology (FIN), AALTO University (FIN) 1 064 620 € 744 620 € www.ioffe.ru

Saint-Petersburg State Polytechnical University (RUS), Committee for Economic Development, 
Industrial Policy and Trade, St. Petersburg (RUS), Committee on IT and Communication, St. Petersburg 
(RUS), Lappeenranta University of Technology (FIN), Kouvola Innovation Ltd (FIN), Saint-Petersburg 
Interregional Resource Center (RUS), Tahto Media Ltd (FIN), Karostech Ltd (FIN)

860 620 € 599 000 € www.acea.spb.ru

FUNDED PROJECTS
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PROJECT NAME PROJECT ID LEAD PARTNER DURATION

LIIKETOIMINTA JA TALOUS

Empowerment of Families with Children 2010-003-SE141 University of Helsinki, Palmenia Centre for Continuing 
Education

29.4.2011-28.4.2014

Entrepreneurship Development in Gatchina 
District- GATE

2011-043-SE499 South Savo Education Ltd 1.1.2012-31.12.2014

Improving Social Services 2010-021-SE396 Non-Commercial Partnership  
North-West Funding Service  
Centre FSC

29.4.2011-28.4.2013

IMU - Integrated Multilingual E-services for 
Business Communication

2011-074-SE703 University of Helsinki, Palmenia Centre for Continuing 
Education

1.12.2012-30.11.2014

Moving Towards Wellbeing 2011-045-SE490 Lahti University of Applied Sciences 1.4.2012-30.9.2014

Regional Development and Spatial Planning 
in the area of Eastern Gulf of Finland

2011-090-SE709 Regional Council of Kymenlaakso 1.12.2012-30.5.2014

TOPCONS - Transboundary tools for spatial 
planning and conservation of the Gulf of 
Finland

2011-022- SE511 Kotka Maritime Research Association 1.2.2012-30.11.2014

TOURISM

Castle to Castle 2010-030-SE280 University of Eastern Finland 21.4.2011-20.4.2014

Imatra-St.Petersburg Cultural Flow 2011-089-SE754 City of Imatra 1.3.2013-31.12.2014

St. Petersburg - Savonlinna Ballet Days 2011-026-SE450 Dance Open Festival 27.3.2012-26.12.2014

CLIMATE AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Clean Oil (CO) - Improvement of waste  
management in North-West Russia and  
South-East Finland

2011-028-SE558 Ecotrans JSC 2.2.2012-31.12.2014

Clean Rivers to Healthy Baltic Sea 2011-101-SE717 Administration of Luga Municipal County 13.12.2012-12.12.2014

Climate Proof Living Environment (CliPLivE) 2011-033-SE497 SC Mineral 7.2.2012-6.11.2014

ECOFOOD 2011-029-SE465 Saint-Petersburg Chamber of Commerce and Industry 22.2.2012-21.2.2014

Envi Info-Centre for Enterprises 2010-002-SE391 Mikkeli Region Business Development  
Centre Miset Ltd

30.3.2011-29.9.2013

Green Hit: Renewable energy for  
small localities

2011-010- SE512 Non-commercial partnership North-West Funding 
Service Centre FSC

1.1.2012-31.12.2014

Rivers and fish - our common interest (RIFCI) 2010-001-SE107 Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the 
Environment for Southeast Finland (ELY-Centre)

22.3.2011-21.3.2014

Step to Ecosupport 2011-078-SE670 University of Helsinki, Palmenia Centre for Continuing 
Education

1.1.2013-31.12.2014

Waste Management 2011-027-SE500 St.Petersburg Informational and Analytical Centre 16.3.2012-15.9.2014

SERVICES AND WELL-BEING
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PARTNERS BUDGET
ENPI  

FUNDING
WWW

City of Imatra (FIN), Saimaa University of Applied Sciences (FIN), Kymenlaakso University of Applied 
Science (FIN), ANO The International Center of Social Service Studies (RUS), The complex center of social 
service of population of Pikalevo (RUS), Municipal complex center of social service of population Welcome 
(RUS), Municipal complex center of social service of population Vyborg (RUS), Municipal complex center 
of social service of population of Admiralteisky (RUS)

1 320 736 € 1 045 130 € www.helsinki.fi

Aalto University School of Economics Small Business Center (FIN), Gatchina Municipal District 
Administration (RUS)

677 868 € 542 297 € www.esedu.fi

Saint-Petersburg State University (RUS), Lappeenranta University of Technology (FIN), Saint-Petersburg State 
Polytechnical University (RUS), Committee of IT and Communications, St. Petersburg (RUS), St. Petersburg 
Informational and Analytical Centre (RUS), Association of Centers for Engineering and Automation (RUS)

770 480 € 615 514 € www.fsc.net.ru

Saint-Petersburg Information and Analytical Centre (RUS), Tutkimus- ja Analysointikeskus TAK Ltd (FIN), 
Promaco Ltd (FIN)

603 814 € 422 610 € www.helsinki.fi

Kymenlaakso University of Applied Sciences (FIN), The Russian Presidential Academy of National 
Economy and Public Administration Vyborg branch (RUS), Higher Economic School of St Petersburg 
State University of Economics and Finance (RUS)

451 016 € 300 000 € www.lamk.fi

Leningrad oblast (RUS), Regional Council of Uusimaa (FIN), Regional Council of Päijät-Häme (FIN), 
Regional Council of South Karelia (FIN)

100 000 € 80 000 € www.kymen 
laakso.fi

Finnish Environment Institute SYKE (FIN), Geological Survey of Finland GTK (FIN), University of Helsinki (FIN), 
Metsähallitus (FIN), Natural Resources Institute Finland (before Finnish Game and Fisheries Research Institute) 
(FIN), Interdisciplinary Expert group, St.Petersburg Research center of Russian Academy of science (RUS), 
Russian State Hydrometeorological University (RUS), A.P.Karpinsky Russian Geological Research Institute (RUS)

1 716 755 € 1 373 404 € www.merikotka.fi

The National Board of Antiquities (FIN), Leningrad region culture committee, Museum Agency (RUS), 
The State Museum of the History of St. Petersburg (RUS), City of Lappeenranta (FIN)

1 349 197 € 1 073 317 € www.uef.fi

Committee of Culture St. Petersburg (RUS),  Municipal District Krasnenkaya rechka, St. Petersburg (RUS), 
Municipal District Knyazhevo of St. Petersburg (RUS), Centr podderjki kulturnyh iniciativ (RUS)

483 748 € 383 748 € www.imatra.fi

Savonlinna Opera Festival Patrons’ Association (FIN) 597 350 € 477 800 € www.dance- 
open.com

St. Petersburg State University of Engeneering and Economics (RUS), L&T Recoil ltd (FIN), Lappeenranta 
University of Technology (FIN)

820 018 € 644 586 €

North-West Research Institute of Agricultural Engineering and Electrification (RUS), Saint Petersburg State 
Agrarian University  (RUS), Association for Assistance of Field Research and Development of Rural (RUS), MTT 
Agrifood Research Finland (FIN), Mikkeli University of Applied Sciences (FIN), Cattle farm “Partizan” (RUS) 

683 796 € 544 276 € www.lugabalt.ru

Committee for Nature Use, Environmental Protection and Ecological Safety St. Petersburg (RUS), A.P. Karpinsky 
Russian Geological Research Institute (RUS), Geological Survey of Finland GTK (FIN), Regional Council of 
Kymenlaakso (FIN), Uusimaa Regional Council (FIN), Helsinki Region Environmental Services Authority (FIN)

568 497 € 454 797 € www.sc-mineral.ru

Registered Association Finnish-Russian Chamber of Commerce (FIN),  Saint-Petersburg Ecological 
Union (RUS), Lappeenranta University of Technology (FIN)

445 376 € 356 243 € www.spbtpp.ru

Itä-Suomen Businessedustusto ISBE Ltd (FIN), Ecological Partnership AsEP (RUS), KOSMOS (RUS) 893 138 € 714 510 € www.miset.fi

Lappeenranta University of Technology (FIN), REK-International (FIN), Municipal formation 
Pashozerskoe village of the Tikhvin, district of the Leningrad Region (RUS), Not-for-profit partnership 
Science and Technology Business Corporation (RUS), OOO Bazis-energo (RUS)

1 186 307 € 949 045 € www.fsc.net.ru

St. Petersburg Charitable Public Organization “Biologists for Nature Conservation” (RUS), Finnish Game 
and Fisheries Research Institute (FIN), Forestry Centre of South-East Finland (FIN), South Karelian 
Fisheries Centre (FIN), State Research Institute On Lake and River Fisheries (RUS), The Administration of 
the Municipal Authority of Vyborg District of the Leningrad Region (RUS)

1 486 198 € 1 034 198 € www.ely-keskus.fi

Kymenlaakso University of Applied Sciences (FIN), Saint-Petersburg Committee for Nature Use, 
Environmental Protection and Ecological Safety (RUS), KOSMOS Ltd (RUS), Friends of Baltic (RUS)

543 321 € 434 231 € www.helsinki.fi

Saint-Petersburg State University of Economics and Finance (RUS), Finpro ry (FIN) 861 463 € 687 551 € www.iac.spb.ru

FUNDED PROJECTS
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ECOLOGY, ENERGY AND SAFETY

Cross-Border Road Traffic Safety 2011-047-SE653 The Finnish Transport Agency 1.2.2012-31.7.2014

Ecologically Friendly Port 2011-105-SE747 Russian State Hydrometeorological University 1.12.2012-30.11.2014

EcoPark 2011-107-SE707 St. Petersburg state budgetary institution 
”Management of construction projects”

22.12.2012- 21.12.2014

EFEM - Efficient Energy Management 2011-091-SE693 Lappeenranta University of Technology 1.12.2012-30.11.2014

Efficient use of natural stone in the Leningrad 
region and South-East Finland

2011-023-SE424 Geologia research center 3.2.2012-2.12.2014

EMIR - Exploiting Municipal and Industrial 
Residues

2011-092-SE748 Lappeenranta University of Technology 1.11.2012-31.10.2014

ILEPRA - Intercluster Laboratory on 
Environmental Protection and Risks Assessment

2011-106-SE704 Saint-Petersburg Chamber of Commerce and Industry 28.9.2012-27.9.2014

RescOp - Development of rescue operations 
in the Gulf of Finland

2010-024-SE248 Kotka Maritime Research Association 22.3.2011-21.3.2014

WINOIL - Winter navigation risks and oil  
contingency plan

2011-086-SE680 Kotka Maritime Research Association 1.12.2012-30.11.2014

CITIZEN COOPERATION, COMMUNITY

Cross-Border Citizen Scientists 2011-058-SE425 Lappeenranta University of Technology 1.2.2012-30.4.2014

Ladoga Initiative 2010-016- SE113 Ruralia Institute, University of Helsinki 30.3.2011-29.3.2013

Step Up - Cross Border City in Action 2010-031-SE332 City of Lappeenranta 21.5.2011-20.5.2014

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

Development of the Imatra-Svetogorsk  
international automobile cross border point

2011-068-LSP_SE771 Road Committee of the Leningrad region 14.12.2012- 31.12.2014

Imatra Border Crossing Development 2011-061-LSP_SE768 Finnish Transport Agency 1.1.2013-31.12.2014

Improvement of the Vyborg-Lappeenranta 
road

2013-001-LSP_SE776 Finnish Transport Agency 1.1.2014-31.12.2014

Nuijamaa Border Crossing Development 2011-062-LSP_SE769 Finnish Transport Agency 1.1.2013-31.12.2014

Nuijamaa Border Crossing Development, 
Phase II

2012-002-LSP_SE774 Finnish Transport Agency 1.2.2013-31.12.2014

Reconstruction of the Automobile BCP 
Svetogorsk

2011-069-LSP_SE775 Federal Agency for the Development of the State Border 
Facilities of the Russian Federation - ROSGRANITSA

31.7.2013- 31.12.2015

Reconstruction of the Ihala-Raivio-State border 
road, km 14-km 28

2011-066-LSP_SE772 Road Administration of the Republic of Karelia 4.12.2012-31.12.2014

Vainikkala - Simola Road Rehabilitation 2011-064-LSP_SE770 Finnish Transport Agency 1.1.2013-31.12.2014

PROJECT NAME PROJECT ID LEAD PARTNER DURATION
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South East Finland Development Centre for Business, Transport and Environment (FIN), Leningrad 
Region Transport and Transport Infrastructure Committee (RUS), Leningrad Region Traffic Safety Fund 
(RUS), Municipality of Vsevolozhsk District (RUS), Municipality of Vsevolozhsk Town (RUS), Municipality 
of Sertolovo Town (RUS), Municipality of Vyborg District (RUS), Municipality of Vyborg Town (RUS), 
Municipality of Svetogorsk Town (RUS)

1 318 000 € 771 120 € www.liikenne 
virasto.fi

Ust-Luga Company JSC (RUS), University of Turku Centre for Maritime Studies (FIN), Kymenlaakso 
University of Applied Sciences (FIN)

570 140 € 456 112 €  www.rshu.ru

Construction Committee of St. Petersburg (RUS), City of Helsinki (FIN), General Constructors of Finland 
South-East District (FIN), Russian Guild of Property Managers and Developers (RUS)

576 434 € 396 434 € www.technopark- 
spb.com

St. Petersburg State Polytechnical University (RUS),  VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland (FIN), St. Petersburg 
House Property Owners Association Russia (RUS), Production, research and designing organization Venchur (RUS)

396 740 € 277 540 € www.lut.fi

Saimaa University of Applied Sciences (FIN), Federal State Unitary Enterprise “Petersburg Complex 
Geological Expedition” (RUS), Saint-Petersburg State University (RUS)

947 137 € 662 996 € www.gtk.fi

Saint-Petersburg State University for Engineering and Economics (RUS), Saint Petersburg State 
Technological Universtiy of Plant Polymers (RUS), Ecotrans JSC (RUS)

505 287 € 404 229 € www.lut.fi

Russian State Hydrometeorological University (RUS), Finnish Meteorological Institute (FIN), University of 
Helsinki (FIN), Committee for Nature Use Environmental Protection and Ecological Safety St. Petersburg (RUS)

565 695 € 450 465 € www.spbtpp.ru

Kymenlaakso University of Applied Sciences (FIN), Aalto University, School of Engineering (FIN), The 
Finnish Lifeboat Institution (FIN), Admiral Makarov State Maritime Academy (RUS), Regional Public 
Organisation ”Russian Voluntary Maritime Rescue Society KRONSTADT”  (RUS), Saint-Petersburg State 
Marine Technical University (RUS), Central Marine Research & Design Institute Ltd. (RUS), Committee for 
Nature Use, Environmental Protection and Ecological Safety (RUS), St.Petersburg State University, Division 
of International Baltic and Arctic projects (RUS), Saint-Petersburg State Unitary Enterprise ”PILARN” (RUS)

1 624 994 € 1 299 994 € www.merikotka.fi

Aalto Holding Association (FIN), Finnish Environment Institute (FIN), Central marine research and design 
institute (RUS), Baltic salvage & towage company (RUS), Agency of ecological consulting and nature 
protection design (RUS), Saint-Petersburg state marine technical university (RUS)

693 353 € 554 682 € www.merikotka.fi

Centre for Independent Social Research (RUS) 256 258 € 205 006 € www.lut.fi

Municipal fund of economic development of Lodeinoe Pole municipal district (RUS), Administration of 
Olonets national municipal district (RUS), Administration of Pitkaranta municipal district (RUS)

594 917 € 416 308 € www.helsinki.fi

City of Imatra (RUS), Administration of Vyborg region municipality (RUS), City of Svetogorsk (RUS), 
Finnish Sport Association of South Karelia (FIN), Finnish-Russian school of Eastern Finland (FIN), Humak 
University of applied sciences (FIN), Municipality Admitalteiskiy okrug (RUS)

991 171 € 792 937 € www.lappeen 
ranta.fi

Finnish Transport Agency (FIN), Road administration of the Leningrad region (RUS), City of 
Svetogorsk (RUS)

7 599 999 € 6 079 999 € www.road.lenobl.
ru

Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment of South-East Finland (FIN), 
Finnish Customs (FIN), Finnish Border Guard (FIN), Senate Properties  (FIN), City of Imatra (FIN), Road 
Committee of the Leningrad Region (RUS)

13 970 000 € 11 176 000 € www.liikenne 
virasto.fi

Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment of South-East Finland (FIN), Road 
Committee of the Leningrad Region (RUS)

2 500 000 € 2 000 000 € www.liikenne 
virasto.fi

Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment of South-East Finland (FIN), 
Finnish Customs (FIN), Finnish Border Guard (FIN), City of Lappeenranta (FIN), Road Committee of the 
Leningrad Region (RUS)

3 000 000 € 2 400 000 € www.liikenne 
virasto.fi

Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment of South-East Finland (FIN), 
Finnish Customs (FIN), Finnish Border Guard (FIN), City of Lappeenranta (FIN), Road Committee of the 
Leningrad Region (RUS)

1 130 000 € 904 000 € www.liikenne 
virasto.fi

City of Imatra (FIN), Federal State Public Institution ”Directorate for the Construction and Operation of the 
Rosgranitsa Facilities” (Rosgranstroy) (RUS), Imatra Region Development Company (FIN)

9 500 000 € 7 600 000 € www.rosgranitsa.
ru

Finnish Transport Agency (FIN), Parikkala Municipality (FIN) 4 000 000 € 3 200 000 € www.upravto 
dor-rk.ru

Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment of South-East Finland (FIN), City of 
Lappeenranta (FIN), Road Committee of the Leningrad Region (RUS)

6 800 000 € 4 400 000 € www.liikenne 
virasto.fi

PARTNERS BUDGET
ENPI 

FUNDING
WWW

FUNDED PROJECTS
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Programme structures 
and monitoring

The administration of the South-East Finland–Russia ENPI 
2007–2013 programme was based on full equality and 
partnership between the participating countries. This is seen in 
the composition of the programme’s governance bodies and in 
the fact that the decisions were made unanimously. 

The Joint Monitoring Committee ( JMC) was responsible 
for monitoring the implementation of the programme and its 
strategic steering. It also processed the project evaluation results 
and recommendations given by the programme’s Joint Selection 
Committee ( JSC) and, on the basis of these, made the decisions 
on the projects to be funded. Both committees included an equal 
number of representatives from Finland and Russia, including 
representatives of both the regional and central administration. 
The Joint Selection Committee was also able utilise specialists in 
various fields in assessing the applications.

The duties of the Joint Managing Authority ( JMA) were 
carried out by the Regional Council of South Karelia’s cross-
border programme unit, where the responsibilities were divided 
between the operational unit and financial unit. The JMA also 
had a branch office in St Petersburg. The JMA, which also acted 
as the Contracting Authority (CA), prepared, and signed the 
project grant contracts, was responsible for the administration 
and implementation of the programme in accordance with 
the principles of good administration and sound financial 
management. 

Both the programme administration and the project activities 
were audited regularly in accordance with the plans made for 
this. The audit costs were included in the programme’s technical 
assistance budget.

Second-level audits of projects selected by random sampling 
were performed annually by third-party, certified international 
auditors based on documents provided by the project and by 
means of on-site verification.

The internal work process and activities of the Joint 
Managing Authority were assessed by means of an internal audit 
performed by third-party, certified international auditors based 

on documents and by means of on-site verification.
Direct expenses paid from technical assistance as well as costs 

allocated to the administration of projects, were also annually 
audited by a third-party auditor. In the audit, the realisation is 
compared to the information presented in the annual report’s 
operational and financial account.

A mid-term evaluation of the programme in accordance with 
Article 6(2) of European Commission Regulation 951/2007 
was carried out in 2011. The evaluation was carried out by a 
consortium of consulting companies that won the competitive 
tendering organised by the Commission, consisting of AETS 
and TAC. The mid-term evaluation produced an assessment 
of whether the programme had started and progressed in 
accordance with the implementation rules and whether achieving 
the strategic objectives set by the Commission seemed realistic. 
The evaluation surveyed any obstacles to the smoothness of the 
activities and also provided recommendations for solving these. 

In accordance with the implementation rule governing 
the implementation of the programme, a third-party Ex-post 
evaluation was also conducted after competitive tendering 
organised by the Joint Managing Authority in early 2016. 
The evaluation was carried out by Oxford Research, and the 
report was completed in June 2016. The goals of the Ex-post 
evaluation were to assess the relevance, results and effects of the 

funded projects at the local and regional level. The evaluation 
involved a review of the programme’s cross-border nature and 
functionality of the financial instrument as well as an assessment 
of the transparency, efficiency and smoothness of the programme 
administration. Other items reviewed were the long-term impact 
of the programme’s implementation and its effect on the mutual 
relations of the participating countries.

In addition to these evaluations, the programme involved 
four result-oriented monitoring (ROM) assessments based on 
competitive tendering organised by the European Commission. 
ROM assessments were implemented by using documents and 
project participant interviews. 24 projects were reviewed in 
terms of their actions, results and impacts as well as the Joint 
Management Authority’s actions in relation to project activities.

Reports on the audits and evaluations were delivered to the 
programme’s Joint Monitoring Committee and the European 
Commission. Reports on the programme’s mid-term and Ex-
post evaluations were also published on its website.

Administration and decision-making

Annual measures

Evaluation and reports
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Thank you!
Th e Joint Managing Authority of the programme 
wishes to thank the European Commission, the 
Ministry of Economic Aff airs and Employment and 
Ministry for Foreign Aff airs of Finland as well as the 
Ministry of Economic Development and Ministry 
of Foreign Aff airs of the Russian Federation for their 
cooperation and support. We also would like to thank 
the representatives of the regions participating in the 
programme for their excellent cooperation.

Special thanks go to the project partners for their 
eff orts in developing the programme area. 
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southeastfi nrusnpi.fi   

sefrcbc.fi 

Joint Managing Authority (JMA)

Regional Council of South Karelia

Kauppakatu 40 D, 1st fl oor 

FI-53100 Lappeenranta, Finland

enpi@ekarjala.fi  

Fax 05 6163 141

Branch offi  ce

Bolshaya Konyushennaya str. 8

Finnish House, offi  ce B 202

RU-191186 St Petersburg, Russia

Tel. +7 921 7412 483@sefi nruscbc

The programme is funded by the European Union, Russia and Finland.

TUNNUS

Tunnuksesta on useampi väriversio eri käyttötarkoituksiin.

Väriversioiden käyttö: Pääsääntöisesti logosta käytetään neliväriversiota.

CMYK - neliväripainatukset kuten esitteet ja värillinen sanomalehtipainatus.
PMS - silkkipainatukset ym. erikoispainatukset

CMYK
 C90% M50% Y5% K15%
 C50% M15% Y5% K0%
 C0% M25% 100% K0%
 K100%

Tunnuksesta on käytössä myös mustavalko- , 1-väri ja negatiiviversiot. Mustavalkoista tunnusta käytetään
mm. mustavalkoisissa lehti-ilmoituspohjissa. 1-väri ja negatiiviversioita käytetään vain erikoispainatuksissa.

PMS
 PMS 287
 PMS 292
 PMS 123
 100% musta

Mustavalkoinen
 K80%
 K50%
 K20%
 K100%

1-väri
 K100%

Nega
Painoväri valkoinen


